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1, : iNTRODUCnpN

In sub-sampling designs, it is well known that selection of primary
units with varying probabilities probability proportional to size)

. often leads to more efficient estimates than seilection with equal prob-
abilities. Due to difficulties in the theory of sampling with varying
probabilities and without reitlacemeht, it is' usual jiraStice to sdebt
the primaries with replacement arid with varying pr6baibilities;' '*This
leads to three diflferent methods' of sdectirig> the secohdafies. Sin
method 1 (Sukhatnie, 1954), if the ?-th piiinary is selected "Aj times,
mjAj secondaries are selected without replacement arid with equal

• probabilities frorii the z-th- primary. Iri method"2 (Gbchfari",' 1953),
if the primary is selected A, times, A< sub-samples, of'size Wi aire iride-
pendently drawn without replacement and equal probabilities from the

' i-th primary, each sub-sample being replaiced after it is drawn. In
riiethod 3 (Hartley, 1954; Des Rajj :1954)

•'••Xi tiiries;' a fixed size of mi'secondaries is"dra^ froni'ttib i-tE'pfiEary
'̂ Mth 'e^dl' probabiHties and wthbff repiacemeHf;and'ih '̂ estimate

from the i-th primary is weighted by A,. It was slbWriXe;^.,' bds' Mj,
1954) that method 1 has smaller variance than method 2 and method 2
has smaller yarianpe than method 3. But, ifwe assume that the expected
cost iri a primary is proportional ib the expected siib-sairiple sK^
the primary, then the tteee methods have diflferent expected ,costs,
thertfbfe i^ would agp^^^ to compare the'effidiericy
of the three method^ for the game expected cost or expected sample

''sizk ilefe a comparison of.'the^^^ for the Ithfee/'rijeffi^^ has
been made/or the fame e^eci^_sWpie but interestingly the con
clusions remain the sanie reg^ .. vj. ..r

n2. j;>^1;ANGE-JE?0RMULjE j , y,

Let denote the valuei ofj-tfr secondary inthe /-thpririiaty and
let Mi beth6%umbef'^f siscbndaries in-thfc ^th pri Let 2?,-be the
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probability of selecting the /-th primary. Let denote the total for
the i-th primary and Y be the population total. From the ,N primaries
in the population, a sample of n primaries is selected Svith i)rdbabilities
Pi and with replacement. ~

Method 1.—The estimate of the total is

5^1 ="^ A, • . (1)
t=l

where is the mean of the mjAj units from the j-th primary. It is
assumed for the largest value of A< (namely «) that mjAj < M^.

var (K.) -1^ i., (I; - y)' +1^ (i; - v)
t"l i=l

(2).
i=l

where 5,® is the mean square for the j-th primary.

Method 2.—^The estimate of the total is

(«)-

(3)

where the summation is taken over all the n primaries in the sample.

Var («=1 i£^ik-W)
-''=1 i=l

(4)

Method 3.—The estimate of the total is

^ if^

Var (f.) =1̂ P. -y)' +-£(i
1=1 ... - i=l

_ ®
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It is easily seen that

Var(ri)<;Var(fa)<yar(7,) (7)

3. Efficiency Comparisons for the Same Expected Cost

Method 1 vs. Method 2—It. method 1, the expected sample size
from the i-th primary is

E(mtXi) = fninPi: (8)

since Aj is a binomial variable. To find the expected sample size from
thei-th primary for method 2, we have to evaluate the expected number
of distinct units in sub^samples of size nti, each sub-sample drawn
with equal probability and without replacement and each sub-sample
is replaced after it is drawn.

Let Zii denote the'indicator variable' for the y-th unit in the ?-th
primary, defined by

Z,j = l if>th unit inthe j-th primary isincluded in the sample
= 0 otherwise.

Then, the expected number of distinct units taken from the /-th primary
is

• , Mi • Mi ' •

Le(z,) =J]ee(^) (10)
,1=1 i=i

where

E(Zi,IXi) —probability that j-th. unit isincluded at least once
in the sami)le of Aj sub-samples from the i-th
primary

== 1(probability that it is not included in any
one of the Xi sub-samples)

Expanding binomially we get .

(Zij\ niiXi Xi (Xi —V) Ttii^ j-p-.
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neglecting higher tenns

. V ^ ^m,nPi n (ji - 1)
•• —2—

, J=1 i=l

since

1=1

= ntifiPi
(n-l)Pi Wi

2 Mj

£ (A,) = nP, and JS{Aj (A, — 1)} = «(« ^ 1) P,*.

(13)

(14)

In order to make the expected sample sizes equal, we still select w;
units in method 2, but in method 1 we select w,* A, units from the j-th
primary if it is selected Aj times where ntt* is given by

or

nti* nPi = niifiPi 1 -
{n - 1) Pj ntj

2 Mi,

1 +
nil* ' nti .

(«- l)f<w«
2 Mi,

(15)

(16)

nei^ecting terms involving higher powers of Now,

••

<=1-

> .. iai .^'V-

substituting, for l/»i,*"fr^m (i6)'in (17); we get

N :

-

<=1:;

<=1

(17)

(18)

(19)
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I.e.,

V{Y^ < F(r^.

Method 1 vs. Method 3.—To obtain the expected sample size from
the f-th primary for method (3), we have to find the probability that
the i-th primary is included at least once in the sample. It is easily
seen that this probability is equal to 1 — (1 — P,)".

Expected sample size from the i-th primary for method 3

=/«J1 - (1 - P,)«]

= 7M,nP« (20)

Therefore, for method 1, mj* units are selected from the ?-th primary
if the i-th primary is selected A, times, where Wi* is given ^jy

nii* nPf — m^nFi 1 - (21)

or.

whilst for method 3, Wj units are still selected. Substituting for l/w<*
from (2^;in (17), weiobt^n % ; ; ^

• -I-V {=1 ; • • , •

V(YJ< Vfy

(23)

(24).
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Method 2 vs. Method 3.—^We have already found that expected
sample size from the /-th primary for method 2 is giyen by (13) and for
method 3 by (20). Therefore, to make the expected sample sizes equal,
weselect mi* units from the /-th primary for method 3 where m,* is
given by

m,* nP, (l - P,) = (l - (25)
whilst for method 2, nii units' are still' selected. So,

or

Now,

i=i • . - i=i

Substituting for l/mj* from (26) in (27), we get

i=l

X - (« - 1) i'i]. (28)

Usually nPi< 1, unless some of the Pi are large. So, if we restrict to

such sizes for which nPi< 1, then ^(Fa) > V(Y^. Even if some of
the P{ are such that nPi >1,. the second term in the r.h.s. of (28) can

stillbe positive so that weexpect F" (Ts)> F (inmost of the situations.

4. Concluding Remarks

We note that the between-primary variation component for all
three methods is the same. So, if the between-primary component is

hti*
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large compared to the within-prunary component, then all the three
methods will have approximately the same variance. But, cases can
arise where the within-primary^ component is:of theisame ordbr askthe
between-primary component .inT which, case ..the decision: among the
three methods may be important. From the efficiency point of view,
we have seen that method 1 is best of all the three methods and that
method 2 is better than method 3, But, method 2 has an advantage
with regard to the snnpUcity of the estimate of the variance which is
simply the mean square between sample totals of the primaries included
in the sample, whereas for methods 1 and 3, the estimate of variance
involves within-primary components also. Method 3 has an advantage
over methods ! and 2 regardmg the fixed sample size irom each prir
mary. In methods 1 and 2, the size of-the sample from each primary
is a random variable, so that method 3 has an advantage with, regard
fo the optunum sample size from a primary. For.with method 3 the
actual (fixed) sub-sample size can be equated to the. optimum, yalupj
whilst with methods-1 and 2, only expected sub-sample siz3 can be
equated to -the optimum value.
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